Interest in automatic action and gesture recognition has grown considerably in the last few years. This is due in part to the large number of application domains for this type of technology. As in many other computer vision areas, deep learning based methods have quickly become a reference methodology for obtaining state-of-the-art performance in both tasks. This chapter is a survey of current deep learning based methodologies for action and gesture recognition in sequences of images. The survey reviews both fundamental and cutting edge methodologies reported in the last few years. We introduce a taxonomy that summarizes important aspects of deep learning for approaching both tasks. Details of the proposed architectures, fusion strategies, main datasets, and competitions are reviewed. * . A reduced version of this appeared appeared as: M. Asadi-Aghbolaghi et al. A survey on deep learning based approaches for action and gesture recognition in image sequences.
Introduction
Automatic human behavior analysis has grown in interest in the last few years. This is due in part to the large number of application domains for this technology, from any kind of human-computer interaction scenario (e.g. affective robotics (Wilson and LewandowskaTomaszczyk, 2014) ), to security (e.g. video surveillance (Vishwakarma and Agrawal, 2013) ), e-Health (e.g. therapy (Mousavi Hondori and Khademi, 2014) or automatic diagnosis (Scharcanski and Celebi, 2014) ), language/communication (e.g. sign language recognition (Pigou et al., 2015a) ), or entertainment (e.g. interactive gaming (Marks, 2011) ). Because of this, we can find, in the specialized literature, research works dealing with different aspects of human behavior analysis: action/gesture recognition (Feichtenhofer et al., 2016b; Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014) , social interaction modeling Ibrahim et al., 2016) , facial emotion analysis (Araujo and Kamel, 2014) , and personality traits identification (Joo et al., 2014) , just to mention some of them.
Two key tasks for human behavior understanding that have an impact in many application scenarios are action and gesture recognition. The former is focused on recognizing generic human actions (e.g. "walking", "eating", "answering phone", etc) performed by one or more subjects, whereas the latter is focused on recognizing more fine-grained upper body movements performed by a user that have a meaning within a particular context (e.g. "come", "hi", "thumbs up", etc). While both tasks present different complications, they are interrelated in that both are based on analyzing the posture and movement of body across video sequences.
Action and gesture recognition have been studied for a while within the fields of computer vision and pattern recognition. Since the earliest works two decades ago (Kuniyoshi et al., 1990; Yamato et al., 1992) , researchers have reported substantial progress for both tasks. As in the case of several computer vision tasks (e.g. object or face recognition), deep learning has also recently irrupted in action/gesture recognition, achieving outstanding results and outperforming "non-deep" state-of-the-art methods (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014; Wang et al., 2015b; Feichtenhofer et al., 2016a) .
The extra (temporal) dimension in sequences typically turned action/gesture recognition into a challenging problem in terms of both amounts of data to be processed and model complexity -which in particular are crucial aspects for training large parametric deep learning networks. In this context, authors proposed several strategies, such as frame subsampling, aggregation of local frame-level features into mid-level video representations, or temporal sequence modeling, just to name a few. For the latter, researchers tried to exploit recurrent neural networks (RNN) in the past Waibel et al. (1990) . However, these models typically faced some major mathematical difficulties identified by Hochreiter Hochreiter (1991) and Bengio et al Bengio et al. (1994) . In 1997, authors' effort led to the development of the long short-term memory (LSTM) Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) cells for RNNs. Today, LSTMs are an important part of deep models for image sequence modeling for human action/gesture recognition Singh et al. (2016a) ; . These, along with implicit modeling of spatiotemporal features using 3D convolutional nets Ji et al. (2010) ; Tran et al. (2015) , pre-computed motion-based features Simonyan and Zisserman (2014) ; Feichtenhofer et al. (2016a) , or the combination of multiple visual Singh et al. (2016b) , resulted in fast and reliable state-of-the-art methods for action/gesture recognition.
Although the application of deep learning to action and gesture recognition is relatively new, the amount of research that has been generated in these topics within the last few years is astounding. Because of this overwhelming amount of work and because of the race for getting the best model/performance in these tasks for which the use of deep learning is still in its infancy, we think it is critical to compile the recent advances and, in general, the historical state of the art on action and gesture recognition with deep learning solutions. In this direction, this chapter aims to collect and review all of the existent work on deep learning for action and gesture recognition. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous survey that collects and reviews all of the existent work on deep learning for those tasks. This chapter aims at capturing a snapshot of current trends in this direction, including an in depth analysis of different deep models, with special interest on how they treat the temporal dimension of the data.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a taxonomy in this field of research. Next, Section 3 reviews the literature on human action/activity recognition with deep learning models. Section 4 summarizes the state-of-the-art on deep learning for gesture recognition. Finally, Section 5 discusses the main features of the reviewed deep learning for the both studied problems.
Taxonomy
We present a taxonomy that summarizes the main concepts related to deep learning in action and gesture recognition. The taxonomy is shown in Figure 1 . The reader should note that with recognition we refer to either classification of pre-segmented video segments or localization of actions in long untrimmed videos.
The rest of this section elaborates on the main aspects and findings derived from the taxonomy. We first explain the categorized architectures, and then explore the fusion strategies used in deep learning-based models for action/gesture recognition. We also include a summary of datasets used for such tasks. Finally, we report main challenges have been held for human action and gesture recognition.
Architectures
The most crucial challenge in deep-based human action and gesture recognition is how to deal with the temporal dimension. Based on the way it is dealt with, we categorize approaches into four non-mutually exclusive groups. The first group consists in 2D CNNs, which are basically able to exploit appearance (spatial) information. These approaches ; Wang et al. (2016g) ) sample one or more frames from the whole video and then apply a pre-trained 2D models on each of these frames, separately. They finally label the actions by averaging the result of the sampled frames. The main advantage of Action and gesture recognition approaches 2D models Zha et al. (2015) ; Motion-based input features Simonyan and Zisserman (2014) ; Singh et al. (2016a) 3D models (3D conv. & pooling) Ji et al. (2010) ; Tran et al. (2015) Temporal methods 2D Models + RNN + LSTM Gers et al. (2002) ; Ordóñez and Roggen (2016) 2D Models + B-RNN + LSTM Pigou et al. (2015b) ; Singh et al. (2016a) 2D Models + H-RNN+ LSTM Du et al. (2015) 2D Models + D-RNN + LSTM Veeriah et al. (2015) 2D Models + HMM Wu et al. (2016a) 2D/3D Models + Auxiliary outputs Ji et al. (2013) 2D/3D Models + Hand-crafted features Wang et al. (2015b) Figure 1: Taxonomy of deep learning approaches for gesture and action recognition this kind of models is possibility to use pre-trained models on larger image datasets, such as ImageNet Krizhevsky et al. (2012) . Gesture recognition methods mainly fall into this category Jain et al. (2014a) ; Li et al. (2015b) ; Liang et al. (2016) .
Methods in the second group, first extract 2D motion features like optical flow and then utilize these features as a different input channel of 2D convolutional networks Simonyan and Zisserman (2014) ; Wang et al. (2015b) ; Gkioxari and Malik (2015) ; ; Weinzaepfel et al. (2015) . In other words, these methods take into account the temporal information from the pre-computed motion features. Third group uses 3D filters in the convolutional layers Baccouche et al. (2011); Ji et al. (2013) ; Liu et al. (2016b); Varol et al. (2016) . The 3D convolution and 3D pooling allow to capture discriminative features along both spatial and temporal dimensions while maintaining the temporal structure in contrast to 2D convolutional layers. The spatiotemoral features extracted by this kind of models proven to surpass 2D models trained on the same video frames. Figure 2a -2b illustrate these first three groups.
Finally, the fourth group combines 2D (or 3D) convolutional nets, which are applied at individual (or stacks of) frames, with a temporal sequence modeling. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) Elman (1990) is one of the most used networks for this task, which can take into account the temporal data using recurrent connections in hidden layers. The drawback of this network is its short memory which is insufficient for real world actions. To solve this problem Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks Gers et al. (2002) were proposed, and they are usually used as a hidden layer of RNN. Bidirectional RNN (B-RRN) Pigou et al. (2015b) , Hierarchical RNN (H-RNN) Du et al. (2015) , and Differential RNN (D-RNN) Veeriah et al. (2015) are some successful extensions of RNN in recognizing human actions. Other temporal modeling tools like HMM are also applied Wu et al. (2016a) in this context. We show an example of this fourth approach on Figure 2c .
For all methods in the four groups, their performance can be boosted by combining its output with auxiliary hand-crafted features Ji et al. (2013) , e.g. improved dense trajectories (iDT) Wang et al. (2015b) .
Fusion strategies
Information fusion is common in deep learning methods for action and gesture recognition. The goal of the fusion is, in most cases, to exploit information complementariness and redundancy for improving the recognition performance. At times, fusion is used to combine the information from different parts in a segmented video sequence (i.e., temporal dimension) . Although, it is more common to fuse information from multiple modalities (e.g. RGB, depth, and/or audio cues), where often, information from the same modality, but processed differently is combined as well. Another variant of information fusion widely used in action and gesture recognition consist of combining models trained with different data samples and learning parameters (Neverova et al., 2014) .
In general terms, there are several variants in which information can be fused (see e.g. (Escalante et al., 2008) ). Most notably, early (fusing information before the data is fed into the model, or the model is used to fuse information directly from multiple sources), late (where the outputs of deep learning models are combined, with another layer of a deep network, a classifier or even by majority voting), and middle (in which intermediate layers fuse information, not directly form the different modalities) fusion. An excellent illustration of the effective use of these three traditional fusion schemes is described by (Neverova et al., 2015b) . Modifications and variants of these schemes have been proposed as well, for instance, see the variants introduced in (Karpathy et al., 2014) for fusing information in the temporal dimension. Ensembles or stacked networks are also common strategies for information fusion in deep learning based approaches for action and gesture recognition Varol et al., 2016; Neverova et al., 2014) . In Figure 2d , we illustrate an example of middle fusion of temporal information into a spatiotemporal stream.
Datasets
We list the most relevant datasets according to action/activity and gesture recognition in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. For each dataset, we specify year of creation; problems for which the dataset was defined action classification (AC), temporal localization (TL), spatio-temporal localization (STL), and gesture recognition (GR); involved body parts (U for upper body, L for lower body, F for full body, and H for hands); data modalities available; number of classes and the state-of-the-art result. The last column provides a hint of how difficult the dataset is. Figure 3 and 4 show some frames for each of the aforementioned datasets. From these few examples it is possible to understand the main differences: constrained/controlled environment (IXMAS, KTH, MPII Cooling, Berkeley MHAD, etc), unconstrained condition of the scene (ActivityNet, CollectiveActivity, Highfive, HMDB51, etc). Some frames also reveal the high complexity of the dataset, with regard to scene diversity (ActivityNet), low image quality (KTH), to mention few. Table 4 and Table 5 summarize the most recent approaches that obtained remarkable results against two of the most well-known and challenging datasets in action recognition, UCF-101 and THUMOS-14. Reviewing top ranked methods at UCF-101 dataset, we find that the most significant difference among them is the strategy for splitting video data and combine sub-sequence results. Wang et al. (2016g) by dividing the input sequence into two parts, precondition and effect states, and then look for a matrix transformation between these two states. Li et al. (2016a) processes the input video as a hierarchical structure over the time in 3 levels, i.e. short-term, medium-range and long-range. Varol et al. (2016) achieve the best performance by using different temporal resolutions of RGB and optical flow. Looking at the top ranked deep models on the THUMOS 2014 challenge, almost all the winners in 2015 use different combinations of appearance and motion features. For Duan et al. (2016) Figure 4: Gesture datasets: sample images the appearance ones, most of the methods extract frame-level CNN descriptors, and video representation is generated using a pooling method over the sequence. The motion-based features used by the top ranked methods can be divided into three groups, FlowNet, 3D CNN, and iDTs. In Qiu et al. (2015), we provide a comparison of those showing 3D CNN achieves the best result.
Challenges
Every year computer vision organizations arrange competitions providing useful datasets with annotations carefully designed according to the problem to face. Table 3 shows 5 main challenges in computer vision. For each challenge we report the year in which it took place, the dataset provided to the participant along with the task to be faced, the associated event, the winner of the challenge, and a list of top results obtained against the competition dataset. 
Action Recognition
This section reviews deep methods for action (or activity) recognition according to the way they treat the temporal dimension: using 3D convolutions, pre-computed motion-based features, and temporal sequence models.
2D Convolutional Neural Networks
In these kind of approaches, action recognition is often performed at frame-level and then somehow aggregated (averaging the class score predictions on individual frames). Some works further explore the possibility of using several frames as input. In particular, Karpathy et al. (2014) studied the different alternatives for considering multiple frames in a 2D model; however they concluded there was not a gain in performance using multiple video frames over averaging single frame predictions. Instead, randomly sample video frames from K equal width temporal segments, obtain K class score predictions, compute the consensus scores, and use these in the loss function to learn from video representations directly, instead from one frame or one stack of frames. Zha et al. (2015) convolve each frame of the video sequence to obtain frame-level CNN features. They then perform spatio-temporal pooling on pre-defined spatial regions over the set of randomly sampled frames (50-120 depending on the sequence) in order to construct a video-level representation, which is later l2-normalized and classified using SVM. Wu et al. (2016d) model scene, object, and more generic feature representations using separate convolutional streams. For each frame, the three obtained representations are averaged and input to a three-layer fully connected network which provides the final output. Bilen et al. (2016) collapse the videos into dynamic images, that can be fed into CNNs for image classification, by using rank pooling . Dynamic images represent are simply the parameters of a ranking function that learned to order the video frames. In , the authors propose a CNN, not to classify actions in depth data directly, but to model poses in a view-invariant high-dimensional space. For this purpose, they generate a synthetic dataset of 3D poses from motion capture data that are later fit with a puppet model and projected to depth maps. The network is first trained to differentiate among hundreds of poses to, then, use the features of the penultimate fully-connected layer for action classification in a non-deep action recognition approach. exploit the combination of CNNs and LSTM for interactional object parsing on individual frames. Note LSTMs are not used for temporal sequence modeling but for refining object detections. For the action detection task, they then use object detections for pooling improved dense trajectories extracted on temporal segments.
Note that, independently from the discussed method, 2D convolutional filters in 2D CNNs only consider spatial inter-relations of pixels, ignoring their temporal neighborhood. Next we explore the more effective ways of exploiting spatiotemporal information in image sequences, which consist in either using pre-computed motion-based to include implicit temporal information in 2D CNNs or explicitly modeling temporal information with 3D CNNs or temporal sequence modeling methods.
Motion-based features
Researchers found that motion based features, such as optical flow, were a rich cue that could be fed directly as a network input. There are accurate and efficient methods to compute these kind of features, some of them by exploiting GPU capabilities (Fortun et al., 2015) . The use of optical flow demonstrated to boost the performance of CNNs on action recognition-related tasks (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014; Park et al., 2016; Gkioxari and Malik, 2015) . Simonyan and Zisserman (2014) presented a two-stream CNN which incorporated both spatial (video frames) and temporal networks (pre-computed optical flow), and showed that the temporal networks trained on dense optical flow are able to obtain very good performance in spite of having limited training data. Along the same lines, Wang and Hoai (2016) propose a two-stream (spatial and temporal) net for non-action classification in temporal action localization. Similarly, Zhu et al. (2016b) use the same architecture for key-volume mining and classification in this case for spatio-temporal localization of actions. Chéron et al. (2015) extract both appearance and motion deep features from body part detections instead of whole video frames. They then compute for each body part the min/max aggregation their descriptors over time. The final representation consists of the concatenation of pooled body part descriptors on both appearance and motion cues, which is comparable to the size of a Fisher vector. Park et al. (2016) used the magnitude of optical flow vectors as a multiplicative factor for the features from the last convolutional layer. This reinforces the attention of the network on the moving objects when fine-tuning the fully connected layers. explored motion vectors (obtained from video compression) to replace dense optical flow. They adopted a knowledge transfer strategy from optical flow CNN to the motion vector CNN to compensate the lack of detail and noisiness of motion vectors. Singh et al. (2016a) use a multi-stream network to obtain frame-level features. To the full-frame spatial and motion streams from Simonyan and Zisserman (2014) , they add two other actor-centered (spatial and motion) streams that compute the features in the actor's surrounding bounding box obtained by a human detector algorithm. Moreover, motion features are not stacks of optical flow maps between pairs of consecutive frames, but among a central frame and neighboring ones (avoiding object's displacement along the stacked flow maps). Gkioxari and Malik (2015) and Weinzaepfel et al. (2015) propose a similar an approach for action localization. They first generate action region proposals from RGB frames using, respectively, selective search Uijlings et al. (2013) on and EdgeBoxes Zitnick and Dollár (2014) . Regions are then linked and described with static and motion CNN features. However, high quality proposals can be obtained from motion. Peng and Schmid (2016) show a region proposals generated by a region proposal network (RPN) Ren et al. (2015) from motion (optical flow) were complementary to the ones generated by an appearance RPN. Note some of the works in Section 3.3 were using pre-computed motion features, which is not mutually exclusive with using motion features approaches. Varol et al. (2016) uses stacks of 60 pre-computed optical flow maps as inputs for the 3D convolutions, largely improving results obtained using raw video frames. Wang et al. (2016d) compute motionlike image representations from depth data by accumulating absolute depth differences of contiguous frames, namely hierarchical depth motion maps (HDMM).
In the literature there exist several methods which extend the deep-based methods with the popular dense trajectory features. Wang et al. (2015b) introduce a video representation called Trajectory-pooled Deep-convolutional Descriptor (TDD), which consists on extending the state-of-the-art descriptors along the trajectories with deep descriptors pooled from normalized CNN feature maps. Peng and Schmid (2015) propose a method based on a concatenation of iDT feature (HOG, HOF, MBHx, MBHy descriptors) and Fisher vector encoding and CNN features (VGG19). For CNN features they use VGG19 CNN to capture appearance features and VLAD encoding to encore/pool convolutional feature maps. utilize dense trajectories, and hence motion-based features, in order to learn view-invariant representations of actions. In order to model this variance, they generate a synthetic dataset of actions with 3D puppets from MoCap data that are projected to multiple 2D viewpoints from which fisher vectors of dense trajectories are used for learning a CNN model. During its training, an output layer is placed with as many neurons as training sequences so fisher vectors from different 2D viewpoints give same response. Afterwards, the concatenation of responses in intermediate layers (except for last one) provide the view-invariant representation for actions.
Differently from other works, Ng et al. (2016) jointly estimate optical flow and recognize actions in a multi-task learning setup. Their models consists in a residual network based on FlowNet He et al. (2016a) with extra additional classification layers, which learns to do both estimate optical flow and perform the classification task.
3D Convolutional Neural Networks
The early work of Ji et al. (2010) introduced the novelty of inferring temporal information from raw RGB data directly by performing 3D convolutions on stacks of multiple adjacent video frames, namely 3D ConvNets. Since then, many authors tried to either further improve this kind of models (Tran et al., 2015; Mansimov et al., 2015; Shou et al., 2016b; Poleg et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016b) or used them in combination with other hybrid deep-oriented models (Escorcia et al., 2016; Baccouche et al., 2011; Ye and Tian, 2016; Feichtenhofer et al., 2016b; Wu et al., 2016c; Li et al., 2016a ).
In particular, Tran et al. (2015) proposed 3D convolutions with more modern deep architectures and fixed 3x3x3 convolution kernel size for all layers, that made 3D convnets more suitable for large-scale video classification. In general, 3D ConvNets can be expensive to train because of the large number of parameters, especially when training with bigger datasets such as 1-M sports dataset Karpathy et al. (2014) (which can take up to one month). factorized the 3D convolutional kernel learning into a sequential process of learning 2D spatial convolutions in lower convolutional layers followed by learning 1D temporal convolutions in upper layers. Mansimov et al. (2015) proposed initializing 3D convolutional weights using 2D convolutional weights from spatial CNN trained on ImageNET. This not only speeds up the training but also alleviates the overfitting problem on small datasets. Varol et al. (2016) extended the length of input clips from 16 to 60 frames in order model more long-term temporal information during 3D convolutions, but reduced the input's spatial resolution to maintain the model complexity. Poleg et al. (2016) introduced a more compact 3D ConvNet for egocentric action recognition by applying 3D convolutions and 3D pooling only at the first layer. However, they do not use raw RGB frames, but stacked optical flow. In the context of depth data, Liu et al. (2016b) propose re-scaling depth image sequences to a 3D cuboid and the use of 3D convolutions to extract spatio-temporal features. The network consists of two pairs of convolutional and 3D maxpooling followed by a two-layer fully-connected layer net.
3D convolutions are often used in more cumbersome hybrid deep-based approaches. Shou et al. (2016b) propose a multi-stage CNN, in this case for temporal action localization, consisting of three 3D convnets (Tran et al., 2015) : a proposal generation network that learns to differentiate background from action segments, a classification network that aims at discriminating among actions and serves as initialization for a third network, the localization network with a loss function that considers temporal overlap with the ground truth annotations. Wang et al. (2016d) applied 3D ConvNets to action recognition from depth data. The authors train a separate 3D ConvNet for each Cartesian plane each of which fed with a stack of depth images constructed from different 3D rotations and temporal scales. Singh et al. (2016b) prove the combination of both 2D and 3D ConvNet can leverage the performance when performing egocentric action recognition. Li et al. (2016a) uses 3D convolutions from Tran et al. (2015) to model short-term action features on a hier-archical framework in which linear dynamic systems (LDS) and VLAD descriptors are used to, respectively, model/represent medium-and long-range dynamics.
Temporal deep learning models: RNN and LSTM
The application of temporal sequence modeling techniques, such as LSTM, to action recognition showed promising results in the past (Baccouche et al., 2010; Grushin et al., 2013) . Earlier works did not try to explicitly model the temporal information, but aggregated the class predictions got from individual frame predictions. For instance, in Simonyan and Zisserman (2014), sample 25 equally spaced frames (and their crops and flips) from each video and then average their predicted scores.
Today, we find the combination of recurrent networks, mostly LSTM, with CNN models for the task of action recognition. Veeriah et al. (2015) propose a new gating scheme for LSTM that takes into account abrupt changes in the internal cell states, namely differential RNN. They use different order derivatives to model the potential saliency of observed motion patterns in actions sequences. Singh et al. (2016a) presented a bi-directional LSTM, which demonstrated to improve the simpler uni-directional LSTMs. Yeung et al. (2016) introduce a fully end-to-end approach on a RNN agent which interacts with a video over time. The agent observe a frame and provides a detection decision (confidence and beginend), to whether or not emit a prediction, and where to look next. While back-propagation is used to train the detection decision outputs, REINFORCE is required to train the other two (non-differentiable) agent policies. Mahasseni and Todorovic (2016) propose a deep architecture which uses 3D skeleton sequences to regularize an LSTM network (LSTM+CNN) on the video. The regularization process is done by using the output of the encoder LSTM (grounded on 3D human-skeleton training data) and by modifying the standard BPTT algorithm in order to address the constraint optimization in the joint learning of LSTM+CNN. In their most recent work, explore contexts as early as possible and leverage evolution of hierarchical local features. For this, they introduce a novel architecture called deep alternative neural network (DANN) stacking alternative layers, where each alternative layer consists of a volumetric convolutional layer followed by a recurrent layer. Lev et al. (2016) introduce a novel Fisher Vector representation for sequences derived from RNNs. Features are extracted from input data via VGG/C3D CNN. Then a PCA/CCA dimension reduction and L 2 normalization are applied and sequential feature are extracted via RNN. Finally, another PCA+L 2 -norm step is applied before the final classification. extend the traditional LSTM into two concurrent domains, i.e, spatiotemporal long short-term memory (ST-LSTM). In this tree structure each joint of the network receive contextual information from both neighboring joints and previous frame. propose a part aware extension of LSTM for action recognition by splitting the memory cell of the LSTM into part-based sub-cells. These sub-cells can yield the models learn the long-term patterns specifically for each part. Finally, the output of each unit is the combination of all sub-cells.
Deep learning with fusion strategies
Some methods have used diverse fusion schemes to improve recognition performance of action recognition. In Simonyan and Zisserman (2014) , in order to fuse the class-level predictions of two streams (spatial and temporal), the authors train a multi-class linear SVM on stacked L 2 -normalized softmax scores, which showed to improve the fusion by simply averaging scores. Wang et al. (2015d) , which improves the former work by making the networks deeper and improved data augmentation techniques, simply perform a linear combination of the prediction scores (2 for temporal net and 1 for the spatial net). Similarly, combine RGB, RGB difference, flow, and warped flow assigning equal weight to each channel. Feichtenhofer et al. (2016b) fuse a spatial and temporal convnets at the last convolutional layer (after ReLU) to turn it into a spatio-temporal stream by using 3D Conv fusion followed by 3D pooling. The temporal stream is kept and both loss functions are used for training and testing. Deng et al. (2015) present a deep neural-network-based hierarchical graphical model that recognizes individual and group activity in surveillance scenes. Different CNNs produce action, pose, and scene scores. Then, the model refines the predicted labels for each activity via multi-step Message Passing Neural Network which captures the dependencies between action, poses, and scene predicted labels. Du et al. (2015) propose an end-to-end hierarchical RNN for skeleton based action recognition. The skeleton is divided into five parts, each of which is feed into a different RNN network, the output of which are fused into higher-layer RNNs. The highest level representations are feed into a single-layer perceptron for the final decision. Singh et al. (2016b) face the problem of first person action recognition using a multi-stream CNN (ego-CNN, temporal, and spatial), which are fused by combining weighted classifier scores. The proposed ego-CNN captures hand-crafted cues such as hand poses, head motion, and saliency map. Wang et al. (2016h) incorporate a region-of-interest pooling layer after the standard convolutional and pooling layers that separates CNN features for three semantic cues (scene, person, and objects) into parallel fully connected layers. They propose four different cue fusion schemes at class prediction level (max, sum, and two weighted fusions). He et al. (2016b) attempt to investigate human action recognition without the human presence in input video frames. They consider whether a background sequence alone can classify human actions.
Peng and Schmid (2016) perform action localization in space and time by linking via dynamic time warping the action bounding box detections on single frames. For bounding box classification, they concatenate the representations of multiple regions derived from the original detection bounding box. Feichtenhofer et al. (2016a) propose a two stream architecture (appearance and motion) based on residual networks. In order to model spatiotemporal information, they inject 4 residual connections (namely "skip-streams") from motion to the appearance stream (i.e., middle fusion) and also transform the dimensionality reduction layers from ResNet's original model to temporal convolution layers. Wang et al. (2016g) train two Siamese networks modeling, respectively, action's precondition and effect on the observed environment. Each net learns a high-dimensional representation of either precondition or effect frames along with the linear transformation per class that transforms precondition to effect. The nets are connected via their outputs and not sharing weights; i.e., late fusion.
Gesture Recognition
In this section we review recent deep-learning based approaches for gesture recognition in videos, mainly driven by the areas of human computer, machine, and robot interaction.
2D Convolutional Neural Networks
The first method that comes to mind for recognizing a sequence of images, is applying 2D CNNs on individual frames and then averaging the result for classification. Jain et al. (2014a) present a CNN deep learning architecture for human pose estimation and develop a spatial-contextual model that aims at making joint predictions by considering related joints positions. They train multiple convnets to perform independent binary body-part classification (i.e., presence or absence of that body part). These networks are applied as sliding windows to overlapping regions of the input which results in smaller networks and better performance. For human pose estimation, Li et al. (2015a) propose a CNN-based multi-tasking model. The authors use a CNN to extract features from the input image. These features are then used as the input of both joint point regression tasks and bodypart detection tasks. Kang et al. (2015) exploit a CNN to extract features from the fully connected layer for sign language gesture recognition (finger spelling of ASL) from depth images. Neverova et al. (2015a) propose a deep learning model for hand pose estimation that leverages both unlabeled and synthetically generated data for training. The key of the proposed model is that the authors encode structural information into the training objective by segmenting hands into parts, as opposed to including structure in the model architecture. Oyedotun and Khashman (2016) use CNN and stacked denoising autoencoder (SDAE) for recognizing 24 American Sign Language (ASL) hand gestures. Liang et al. (2016) propose a multi-view framework for hand pose recognition from point cloud. They form the view image by projecting hand point cloud to different view planes, and then using CNN to extract features from these views. Lin et al. (2015) propose a CNN that first detect hands using a GMM-skin detector and align them to the main axes. Then they apply a CNN comprising pooling and sampling layers, and on top a standard feed-forward NN that acted as classifier (heuristic rules on top of the output of the NN were defined).
In terms of hand pose estimation, Tompson et al. (2014) propose a CNN that recovers 3D joints based on synthetic training data. On top of the last layer a neural network transforms the outputs of the conv layers into heat maps (one per joint), indicating the probability-position for each joint. Poses are recovered from the set of heatmaps by solving an optimization problem.
Motion-based features
Neural networks and CNNs based on hand and body pose estimation as well as motion features have been widely applied for gesture recognition. If one wants to obtain better performance, temporal information rather than spatial data must be included in the models. For gesture style recognition in biometrics, Wu et al. (2016b) proposes a two-stream (spatiotemporal) CNN which learns from a set of training gestures. The authors use raw depth data as the input of spatial network and optical flow as the input of temporal one. For articulated human pose estimation in videos Jain et al. (2015a) exploit both color and motion features. The authors propose a Convolutional Network (ConvNet) architecture for estimating the 2D location of human joints in video, with an RGB image and a set of motion features as the input data of this network. The motion features used in this methods are the perspective projection of the 3D velocity-field of moving surfaces. Wang et al. (2017) use three representations of dynamic depth image (DDI), dynamic depth normal image (DDNI) and dynamic depth motion normal image (DDMNI) as the input data of 2D networks for gesture recognition from depth data. The authors construct these dynamic images by using bidirectional rank pooling from a sequence of depth images. These representations can effectively capture the spatio-temporal information. Wang et al. (2016e) propose a similar formulation for gesture recognition in continuous depth video. They first identify the start and end frames of each gesture based on quantity of movement (QOM), and then they construct Improved Depth Motion Map (IDMM) by calculating the absolute depth difference between current frame and the start frame for each gesture segment which is a kind of motion features as the input data of deep learning network.
3D Convolutional Neural Networks
Several 3D CNNs have been proposed for gesture recognition, most notably Molchanov et al. (2016) ; Huang et al. (2015) ; Molchanov et al. (2015) . Molchanov et al. (2015) proposes a 3D CNN for driver hand gesture recognition from depth and intensity data. The authors combine information from multiple spatial scales for final prediction. It also employs spatio-temporal data augmentation for more effective training and to reduce potential overfitting. Molchanov et al. (2016) extend the 3D CNN with a recurrent mechanism for detection and classification of dynamic hand gestures. The architecture consists of a 3D-CNN for spatio-temporal feature extraction, a recurrent layer for global temporal modeling and a softmax layer for predicting class-conditional gesture probabilities. Huang et al. (2015) proposes 3D CNN for sign language recognition which extracts discriminative spatio-temporal features from raw video stream. To boost the performances, multi-channels (RGB-D and Skeleton data) of video streams, including color information, depth clue and body joint positions are used as input to the 3D CNN. Li et al. (2016b) proposes a 3D CNN model for large scale gesture recognition by combining depth and RGB video. The proposed architecture is based on the model proposed by Tran et al. (2015) . In a similar way, Zhu et al. (2016a) adopted the same architecture, but this time under a pyramidal for the same problem. In the same line, the work by Camgoz et al. (2016) builds an end to end 3D CNN using as basis the model of Tran et al. (2015) and applies it to large scale gesture spotting.
Temporal deep learning models: RNN and LSTM
Interestingly, temporal deep learning models have not been widely used for gesture recognition, despite this is a promising venue for research. We are aware of Neverova et al. (2013) , where they propose a multimodal (depth, skeleton, and speech) human gesture recognition system based on RNN. Each modality is first processed separately in short spatio-temporal blocks, where discriminative data-specific features are either manually extracted or learned. Then, RNN is employed for modeling large-scale temporal dependencies, data fusion and ultimately gesture classification. A multi stream RNN is also proposed by Chai et al. (2016) for large scale gesture spotting.
Eleni (2015) propose a Convolutional Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network (CNNLSTM) able to successfully learn gesture varying in duration and complexity. Facing the same problem, Nishida and Nakayama (2016) propose a multi-stream model, called MRNN, which extends RNN capabilities with LSTM cells in order to facilitate the handling of variable-length gestures. Wang et al. (2016f) propose sequentially supervised long short-term Memory (SS-LSTM), in which instead of assigning class label to the output layer of RNNs, auxiliary knowledge is used at every time step as sequential supervision. John et al. (2016) uses a deep learning framework to extract the representative frames from the video sequence and classify the gesture. They utilize a tiled image, created by sampling the whole video, as the input of a deconvenet to generates the tiled binary pattern. Then, These representative frames are given as input to the trained long-term recurrent convolution network. propose an EM-based algorithm integrating CNNs with Hidden-Markov-Models (HMMs) for weak supervision.
Deep Learning with fusion strategies
Multimodality in deep learning models has been widely exploited for gesture recognition. Wu et al. (2016a) propose a semi-supervised hierarchical dynamic framework by integrating deep neural networks within an HMM temporal framework, for simultaneous gesture segmentation and recognition using skeleton joint information, depth and RGB images. The authors utilize a Gaussian-Bernoulli Deep Belief Network to extract high-level skeletal joint features by, and 3D CNN to extract features from depth and RGB data. Finally, they applied intermediate (middle) and late fusion to get the final result. Neverova et al. (2015b) propose a multimodal multi-stream CNN for gesture spotting. The whole system operates at three temporal scales. Separate CNNs are considered for each modality at the beginning of the model structure with increasingly shared layers and a final prediction layer. Then, they fuse the result of each network by a meta-classifier independently at each scale; i.e., late fusion. Pigou et al. (2015b) demonstrate that simple temporal feature pooling strategy (to take into account the temporal aspect of video) is not sufficient for gesture recognition, where temporal information is more discriminative compared to general video classification tasks. They explore deep architectures for gesture recognition in video and propose a new end-to-end trainable neural network architecture incorporating temporal convolutions and bidirectional recurrence. The authors test late and different kinds of middle fusions, to combine the result of CNN applied on each frame. Ouyang et al. (2014) present a deep learning model to fuse multiple information sources (i.e., appearance score, deformation and appearance mixture type) for human pose estimation. Three deep models take as input the output the information source from a state-of-the-art human pose estimator. The authors exploited early and middle fusion methods to integrate the models. Li et al. (2015b) propose a CNN that learns to score pairs of input images and human poses (joints). The model is formed by two sub-networks: a CNN learns a feature embedding for the input images, and a two layer sub-network learns an embedding for the human pose. These two kinds of features are separately fed through fully-connected layers, and then mapped into two embedding spaces. The authors then calculate score function by dot-product between the two embeddings; i.e. late fusion. Similarly, Jain et al. (2015a) propose a CNN for estimating 2D joints location. The CNN incorporates RGB image and motion features. The authors utilize early fusion to integrate these two kinds of features. For gesture recognition from RGB-D data Duan et al. (2016) use two general deep-based network; i.e., convolutional two stream consensus voting network (2SCVN) for modeling the RGB and optical flow and 3d depth-saliency ConvNet stream for processing saliency and depth data. Then, they use late fusion to fuse the result of these networks.
Discussion
In recent years deep learning methods have continued to be a thriving area of research in computer vision. These methods are end-to-end approaches for automatically learning semantic and discriminative feature representations directly from raw observations in many computer vision tasks. Thanks to the massive ImageNet dataset, CNN models overcome other hand-crafted features and achieve the best results on many recognition tasks. These achievements encourage researchers to design deep based models for learning an appropriate representation of image sequences.
In the following sections, the state of the art methods and deep-based platforms are summarized and then compared. We point out some tricks used for improving the result, and also address some limitations for future work.
Summary
As the recent success of deep learning models, many researchers have extended deep-based models representation of the sequences of images for human action recognition. Table 6 and 7 list a summary of all methods on human action and gesture recognition respectively. A very simple extension consists in applying the existing 2D networks on individual video frames and then aggregating the predictions over the entire sequence for video classification (hereinafter referred as 2D convolutional models). Since they do not model temporal information of any kind, some methods (the second category) propose utilizing pre-computed motion features as input data for those pre-trained 2D networks. In the third group, different 3D extensions of 2D deep models have been proposed. Methods in the fourth group exploited temporal models (e.g. RNN and LSTM) for processing the temporal dimension. 
Comparison
The most crucial challenge in deep-based human action and gesture recognition is temporal analysis, for which many architectures have been proposed. These approaches have been classified into four groups; i.e. 2D models, motion-based input model, 3D models, and temporal models. Generally, there are two main issues for comparing the methods; i.e., how does the method deal with the temporal information? and how can such a large network be trained with small datasets? As discussed, methods in the first category only use the appearance (spatial) information to extract features. In other words, there is no temporal processing for these methods. However, because of the availability of large annotated datasets (e.g. ImageNet), it is easier for these methods to be fine tuned on pre-trained models. In the second group, motion features such as optical flow, computed from data before their usage, are fed to the deep models. It has been shown that using training networks on pre-computed motion features is an effective way to save them from implicit learning of motion features. Moreover, finetuning motion-based networks with spatial data (ImageNet) proved to be effective. Allowing networks which are fine-tuned on stacked optical flow frames to achieve good performance in spite of having limited training data. However, these models can only exploit limited (local) temporal information.
Methods in the third category, learn spatio-temporal features by 3D filters in their 3D convolutional and pooling layers. It has been shown 3D networks over a long sequence are able to learn more complex temporal patterns Varol et al. (2016) . Because of the amount of parameters to learn, training these networks is a challenging task, specially compared to motion-based methods (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014) . Because of the required amount of data, the problem of weights initialization has been investigated. The transformation of 2D Convolutional Weights into 3D ones yield models to achieve better accuracy than training scratch Mansimov et al. (2015) . The most crucial advantage of approaches in the fourth group (i.e. temporal models like RNN and LSTM) is that they are able to cope with longer-range temporal relations. These models are preferred when dealing with skeletal data. Since skeleton features are low-dimensional, these networks have fewer weights, and thus, can be trained with fewer data.
We find from Table 4 -5, the methods that achieved the best results on two of the most well-known datasets, still using hand-crafted features alongside deep-based features. In other words, action and gesture recognition has not gained a high performance from deep networks compared with other research areas (like image classification). These fields of research still needs to be grown.
Based on the influence of millions of network parameters, in addition to the different strategies for data augmentation, and the current allowed procedure of the usage of pretrained models, current comparison among method performances for action and gesture recognition is a difficult task. In this sense, we expect in a near future the definition of protocols that will allow for a more accurate comparison of deep-based action and gesture recognition models. More precisely, we refer to Xu et al. (2015b) as the winner of THUMOS 2015 with the best result. This approach used VGG16 to extract frame-level features from the fully connected layers such as fc6 and fc7. Then, using Fisher vector and VLAD, they aggregated all the frames into single video-level representation. They also extracted latent concept descriptors (LCD) extracted by a GoogLeNet with Batch Normalization. An enhanced version of improved dense trajectories (iDT), acoustic features MFCC and ASR were also used in this work.
Recently, new deep architectures have started to be used for action/gesture recognition, such as gate-recurrent-unit RNNs (sparse GRU-RNNs that reduce the number of parameters of the network) and siamese architectures (Wang et al., 2016g ) (that allow multi-task learning). More insights into these architectures, and, of course, the use of more recent ones (like Radford et al. (2016) ) are promising venues for research.
Tricks
Regardless of the model, performance is dependent on a large number of parameters that have to be learned from limited data. Strategies for data augmentation and pre-training are common. Likewise, training mechanisms to avoid overfitting (e.g. dropout) and to control the learning rate (e.g. extensions to SGD and Nesterov momentum) have been proposed. Improvements on those strategies are expected in the next few years. The community is nowadays putting efforts on building larger data sets that can cope with huge-parametric deep models (Abu-El-Haija et al. (2016); Heilbron et al. (2015) ) and on challenge organization (with novel data sets and well defined evaluation protocols) that can advance the state-of-the-art in the field and make easier the comparison among deep learning architectures Escalante et al., 2016b) .
Taking into account the full temporal scale, results in a huge amount of weights for learning. To address this problem and decrease the number of weights, a good trick is to decrease the spatial resolution while increasing the temporal length.
Another trick to improve the result of deep-based models is data fusion. There could be separated networks, trained on different kinds of input data, different kinds of primary features, different portions of input data, and so on. It is well-known that ensemble learning is a powerful way to boost the performance of any machine learning approach. It proved to reduce the bias and variance errors of the learning algorithm (Neverova et al., 2014) . We find new methodologies that ensemble several deep models for action and gesture recognition, not necessarily combining different data modalities, but with different sampling of the data and learning parameters Varol et al., 2016) . This provides complementary information learned by the different deep models, being able to recover from uncorrelated errors of individual models (Neverova et al., 2014) . Recently it is common to see this kind of strategies in action/gesture recognition competitions, where a minor improvement of the model can make the difference to achieve the best performance Varol et al. (2016) .
It has been proved that the result of the temporal models (e.g. RNN) on skeletal data can be improved by extending these models to learn two domains, i.e., spatial and temporal, simultaneously . In other words, each state of the network receives contextual information from neighboring joints in human skeleton (spatial information) and also from previous frames (temporal information).
Finally, a common way to improve the performance of action or gesture recognition is the combination of deep learning-based features and hand-crafted ones. This combination could be performed in different layers of the deep models.
Platforms
One of the reasons that supports the applicability of deep learning in several areas is code sharing. In fact, there are many open source libraries implementing standard deep learning models. Many authors have published deep-based toolkits that make the research progress easier for the community. Among the most popular ones are Caffe (Jia et al., 2014) , CNTK (Yu et al., 2014) , Matlab , TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015b) , Theano (Al-Rfou et al., 2016) , and Torch (Liu et al., 2016b) .
Caffe (Jia et al., 2014) , is the first deep learning toolkit developed by the Berkeley Vision and Learning Center. It is a Python Library primary focused on CNN, with a poor support of RNN. Caffe is useful for performing image analysis and benefits from having a large repository of pre-trained neural network models. It includes state-of-the-art models (mostly 2D networks) that achieve world class results on standard computer vision datasets. Caffe has been also used to implement 3D-CNN for action recognition (Tran et al., 2015; Poleg et al., 2016; Shou et al., 2016b; Wang et al., 2016d; Singh et al., 2016b) , and motionbased approaches for both action (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014; Singh et al., 2016a; Gkioxari and Malik, 2015) and gesture recognition (Wu et al., 2016b; Wang et al., 2017 . Caffe is preferred to other frameworks for its speed and efficiency, especially in "fused" architectures for action recognition (Singh et al., 2016b; Deng et al., 2015; Diba et al., 2016; Peng and Schmid, 2016) . Popular network types like FNN, CNN, LSTM, and RNN are fully supported by CNTK (Yu et al., 2014) , which was started by speech processing researchers. On the other hand, TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015a ) is an C++ toolkit in deep learning under an open source Apache 2.0 License by Google. It fully supports 2D CNNs and RNNs implementations, but not 3D CNNs.
Torch (Collobert et al., 2002 ) is a script language based on the Lua programming language that provides a rich set of RNN functions. For this reason it has been efficiently used for temporal models in action recognition . Moreover, most of the 3D CNN-based methods utilized Torch to implement their networks. CUDA is a parallel computing platform and application programming interface (API) model created by Nvidia in order to use GPU. Cuda-convnet and CuDNN support all the mainstream softwares such as Caffe, Torch, Theano. Few methods also use MATLAB, e.g. ; one of the easiest and most productive software environment for engineers and scientists, widely used also in machine learning, signal and image processing, and computer vision.
Future work
Deep learning methods emerged not so long ago in the fields of human action and gesture recognition. Even when there is already too much work on deep learning in these topics, there are still several directions in which we foresee deep learning can have a broad impact in the forthcoming years. We briefly review these possible line of research that will be fruitful in the short term future.
Regarding applications, deep learning techniques have been successfully used in surveillance Ahmed et al. (2015) , health care Liang et al. (2014) , robotics , humancomputer interaction Mnih et al. (2015) , and so on. We anticipate deep learning will prevail in emerging applications/areas like fine grained action recognition, action description generation, social signal processing, affective computing, and personality analysis, among others.
Another important trend of current deep-based models for action and gesture recognition is the inclusion of contextual cues. While it has been partially considered for gesture recognition (e.g. part-based human-models and scene understanding in combination with depth maps), until recent years very few works considered robust contextual cues for action recognition. We anticipate context information will be critical for developing explanatory deep learning models for action and gesture recognition. Classical action recognition tasks were mainly addressed by the description of spatio-temporal local patches. Nowadays we can find strategies that incorporate environment recognition, and articulated human body Wang et al. (2016g) , places Zhou et al. (2014) , and objects Jain et al. (2015c) . Moreover, we expect novel architectures and fusion schemes to exploit context and enhanced articulated human body pose estimation to keep progressing in the next few years. It is also expected that there will be advances in hybrid models combining handcrafted and learned descriptors Neverova et al. (2014) ; Wang et al. (2015b) ; Ji et al. (2013) . Similarly, we think the community will pay attention to deep learning solutions for large scale and real time action and gesture recognition . Finally, it is important to mention that most of the surveyed methods targeted merely recognition/classification on already presegmented action/gesture clips. Additional effort is expected to advance in the research of methods able to simultaneously perform both detection and recognition tasks in long, realistic videos (Gkioxari and Malik, 2015; Shou et al., 2016b) . As such, we envision other related problems like early recognition Escalante et al. (2016a) , multi task learning , captioning, recognition from low resolution sequences Nasrollahi et al. (2015) and from lifelog devices Rhinehart and Kitani (2016) will receive special attention within the next few years.
These days, we need to solve the problem of action recognition in more realistic long untrimmed videos. There are some other challenges in human action recognition with deep-based models that have been addressed by few researchers so far, like simultaneous detection and localization Gkioxari and Malik (2015) . Another venue for research is early recognition of actions and gestures Escalante et al. (2016a) . We need to know if the input video contains an action or not and then localizing temporally and spatially the action by finding the frames and regions in those frames, in which action is performed. Then after detection and localization, the action will be classified. It is anticipated that in the near future research will expand on both action detection and localization.
